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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A future Higgs Factory will provide improved precision on measurements of Higgs couplings beyond those obtained
by the LHC, and will enable a broad range of investigations across the fields of fundamental physics, including
the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, the origin of the masses and mixing of fundamental particles, the
predominance of matter over antimatter, and the nature of dark matter. Future colliders will measure Higgs couplings
to a few per cent, giving a window to beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics in the 1-10 TeV range.



“Theory Side”
• Why we care about the Higgs and studying its properties in more details


• What theory is needed to understand the Higgs


• BSM side


• What do we expect for Higgs precision


• What can we say about BSM scenarios involving the Higgs


• Complementarity of direct and indirect searches involving the Higgs
(See also tomorrow’s TF-EF cross frontier session)



Another way of saying this, take the section 2.2 of the 
EF report and apply it to the Higgs!



Another way of saying this, take the section 2.2 of the 
EF report and apply it to the Higgs!



Why are you here? Because hopefully we all know the Higgs is the 
most unique AND central player in the Standard Model



We’ve all probably seen this figure with the Higgs being the last 
piece of the SM and now we’re done?



Absolutely not! After all you just saw all the 
myriad of updated projections in Isobel’s talk… 

But what do they mean? And when is it 
enough?



For example we can take a snapshot of all of the many many 
bar charts - after the first stages of proposed Higgs Factories
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Clearly many parameters greatly improve compared to HL-LHC, but 
also many don’t even achieve O(1) accuracy 



Okay, but that’s just the first stages, what about 
our most futuristic plans at higher energies that 

have been studied during Snowmass?



More energy = More Higgses
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This is for lepton colliders, but also true for hadron colliders, e.g. we have more gluons at lower x



How Many Higgs??
Take this with many grains of salt…

Different energies access different dominant processes (different physics you can access), have different experimental challenges
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This is to understand orders of magnitude and what you could do if you could exploit them all!
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Low energy e+e- Higgs factories  
~ 1 million Higgs

Moderate energy e+e- Higgs factories  
~ few million Higgs

End of LHC ~ O(100) million Higgses!HL-LHC
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Millions to 100s of millions



Not surprising from this perspective why we have the 
same rough starting point with similar detector environs
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Big improvement with Energy, but also the SM is not 
even close to “complete” so we must press forwards
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One thing to keep in mind always…

Gauge bosons are egalitarian

The Higgs is not.
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So what precision is enough?
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Zeroth order answer… whenever we find a 
deviation!

Gauge Interactions

Yukawa Interactions

Higgs Interactions

Where most of parameters in SM are



Remember that any deviation implies new physics

Although parameters from Higgs are arbitrary the 
structure is delicately balanced once set



Therefore any deviation points to a scale where 
there must be new physics 26
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FIG. 27: Scale where unitarity is violated as a function of precision of Higgs coupling measurements. The bound is typically
only saturated in strongly interacting scenarios and in specific models tends to be significantly lower.[77].

V. LEARNING ABOUT BSM PHYSICS THROUGH HIGGS MEASUREMENTS

The ultimate goal of precision Higgs physics is to learn about new physics at high scales. As discussed in the
introduction, the generic scale associated with precision Higgs physics at future colliders typically extends up to a few
TeV. While this was discussed in the context of di↵erent UV physics models that can generate Wilson coe�cients of
a SMEFT approach in the limit that the new physics is very heavy, similar arguments can be made from even more
general principles.

For example, the gauge invariant structure of the SM at the amplitude level accounts for numerous cancellations
of contributions to amplitudes that would grow with energy. This in fact led to the famous argument [76], that the
SM Higgs mass could not be arbitrarily large without violating perturbative unitarity in V V ! V V scattering. If
one were to allow for arbitrary changes of SM Higgs couplings without preserving gauge invariance, there would be a
multitude of amplitudes that would eventually saturate perturbative unitarity. The leading contribution has bounds

on the energy scale that saturate as ⇤ ⇠ �⌘
�1/2
SM

, and therefore scales in the same way as the EFT in Eq. 1, although
the bounds from unitarity tend to be at the 10 � 100 TeV scale for 1% level measurements[77]. Note, that even
though it scales in the same way as the SMEFT estimate, the amplitudes are proportional to the SM couplings and
therefore there would be a wide range of upper limits on the scale of new physics, i.e. the bound from shifts in the
muon Yukawa sets a much larger scale than shifts in the top Yukawa, even if the precision on the measurements is
similar.

Nevertheless, both the EFT and the perturbative unitarity scales presented are tied to the ultimate precision reached
at colliders, with the assumption that a deviation is not seen. Larger deviations that could be measured at future
colliders or the HL-LHC generally imply lower scales for new physics, and thus it is important to understand the
types of models that can generate deviations. Moreover, instead of precision Higgs physics viewed agnostically in all
channels simultaneously, physics that causes deviations implies patterns of correlated deviations or other observables
that matter. Unfortunately the model phase space relevant to all types of new physics cannot be fully covered. In
particular, there is a bifurcation in thinking about how to organize new physics studies. From the bottoms up point
of view, one can think about whether new physics couples predominantly at loop-level or through tree-level mixing
with the Higgs, and then the representations under the SM symmetries that such particles carry. This is the spirit of
Figure 3. In this line of reasoning, we can think of tree-level mixing extensions first, and for example investigate the
simplest non-trivial representations that could couple to the SM Higgs, a scalar singlet S and a second Higgs doublet
H2 (i.e. the full space of 2HDM models). At loop level we can again categorize into SM singlets, with the simplest
example being a Z2 symmetric scalar singlet extension, While for non-trivial SM representations that generate loop
level e↵ects, the dominant e↵ects would occur in processes that start at loop level in the SM. This in principle allows
for a more general set of spins and representations that could a↵ect the hgg coupling, h�� and h�Z couplings. This
organization, although not all encompassing, is very pragmatic for illustrating examples of what Higgs precision can
test while also being able to examine complementary observables and constraints.

Unfortunately, organizing by type of particle does not allow for a characterization of the sort shown in Figure 1 or
Figure 2. This is the nature of the Higgs Inverse problem, and it is possible that a generic new particle might naturally
live in a narrow part of a parameter space in order to address one of our fundamental questions. For example, one
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FIG. 1: The Higgs boson as the keystone of the Standard Model is connected to numerous fundamental questions that can be
investigated by studying it in detail.

II. WHY THE HIGGS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTICLE

Over the past decade, the LHC has fundamentally changed the landscape of high energy particle physics through
the discovery of the Higgs boson and the first measurements of many of its properties. As a result of this, and no
discovery of new particles or new interactions at the LHC, the questions surrounding the Higgs have only become
sharper and more pressing for planning the future of particle physics.

The Standard Model (SM) is an extremely successful description of nature, with a basic structure dictated by
symmetry. However, symmetry alone is not su�cient to fully describe the microscopic world we explore: even after
specifying the gauge and space-time symmetries, and number of generations, there are 19 parameters undetermined by
the SM (not including neutrino masses). Out of these parameters 4 are intrinsic to the gauge theory description, the
gauge couplings and the QCD theta angle. The other 15 parameters are intrinsic to the coupling of SM particles to the
Higgs sector, illustrating its paramount importance in the SM. In particular, the masses of all fundamental particles,
their mixing, CP violation, and the basic vacuum structure are all undetermined and derived from experimental data.
Therefore, as simply a test of the validity of the SM, all these couplings must be measured experimentally. However,
the centrality of the Higgs boson goes far beyond just dictating the parameters of the SM.

The Higgs boson is connected to some of our most fundamental questions about the Universe. Its most basic role
in the SM is to provide a source of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB). However, while the Higgs can describe
EWSB, it is merely put in by hand in the Higgs potential. Explaining why EWSB occurs is outside the realm of
the Higgs boson, and yet at the same time by studying it we may finally understand its origin. There are a variety
of connected questions and observables tied to the origin of EWSB for the Higgs boson. For example, is the Higgs
mechanism actually due to dynamical symmetry breaking as observed elsewhere in nature? Is the Higgs boson itself
a fundamental particle or a composite of some other strongly coupled sector? The answers to these questions have a
number of ramifications beyond the origin of EWSB.

If the Higgs boson is a fundamental particle, it represents the first fundamental scalar particle discovered in nature.
This has profound consequences both theoretically and experimentally. From our modern understanding of quantum
field theory viewed through the lens of Wilsonian renormalization, fundamental scalars should not exist in the low
energy spectrum without an ultra-violet (UV) sensitive fine tuning. This is known as the naturalness or hierarchy
problem. From studying properties of the Higgs boson, one can hope to learn whether there is some larger symmetry
principle at work such as supersymmetry, neutral naturalness, or if the correct theory is a composite Higgs model
where the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone boson.

Experimentally, there are also a number of intriguing directions that open up if the Higgs boson is a fundamental
particle. The most straightforward question is whether the Higgs boson is unique as the only scalar field in our
universe or is it just the first of many? From a field theoretic point of view, one can construct the lowest dimension
gauge and Lorentz invariant operator in the SM from the Higgs boson alone. This means that generically if there
are other “Hidden” sectors beyond the SM, at low energies the couplings of the Hidden sector particles to the Higgs
boson are predicted to be the leading portal to the additional sectors. Additionally, with a scalar particle the question
remains as to whether the minimal Higgs potential is correct. The form of the potential has repercussions for both our
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understanding of the early universe and its ultimate fate. For the early universe, the SM predicts that the electroweak
symmetry should be restored at high temperatures. However, depending on the actual form of the potential the
question remains as to whether there even was a phase transition let alone its strength. Additionally, depending on
the shape of the Higgs potential, it controls the future of our universe as our vacuum may only be metastable.

Finally, the Higgs boson is connected to some of the most puzzling questions in the universe: flavor, mass and CP
violation. While it is often stated that the Higgs boson gives mass to all elementary fermions, this is just the tip of
the proverbial iceberg. The Yukawa couplings determine not only the masses, but also the CKM matrix and its CP
violating phase. Thus the Higgs boson is the only known direct connection to whatever is responsible for the origin
of multiple generations, flavor and known CP violation. By studying it with more precision, we may perhaps gain
insight into these fundamental puzzles or at the very least test if this picture is correct. Furthermore, these puzzles
also extend to the neutrino sector. Whatever form neutrino masses take, Majorana, Dirac or both, their mass still
must connect to the SM Higgs boson or a new Higgs-like boson must exist that also breaks the electroweak symmetry.

The fact that understanding the properties of the SM Higgs boson connects to so many fundamental questions

illustrates how central it is to the HEP program. The connections briefly reviewed so far obviously can each be
expanded in greater detail, but to collect the various themes in a simple to digest manner this is illustrated in
Figure 1. The generality of the concepts and questions posed in Figure 1 could even belie connections to additional
fundamental mysteries. For example, the Higgs portal could specifically connect to Dark Matter or other cosmological
mysteries.

FIG. 2: Examples of the interplay between experimental observables and fundamental questions connected to the Higgs boson.

The goal of this topical report is to try to connect the many fundamental questions related to the Higgs boson to
various observables and vice versa. The Higgs presents a challenge in HEP, because to test the consistency of the SM
requires a dedicated experimental and theoretical program. The previous Snowmass report[1] advocated a bifurcation
into Higgs factories and Energy frontier targets; however to understand the Higgs will require both directions as well
as new theoretical concepts. Therefore, understanding how to map various observables to the interesting questions
is crucial as it helps enable a path to the future for deciphering what various collider projects can contribute. In
Figure 2 we give a suggestive visual representation of the types of observables and the deeply intertwined web that
connects them to some of the fundamental ideas shown in Figure 1.

While Figure 2 is qualitative, it does provide two important lessons. The first is that many observables map to
fundamentally di↵erent questions related to the Higgs boson. It is non-trivial to connect from observables related to
Higgs physics with fundamental questions. This has been referred to as the “Higgs Inverse Problem”, in analogy with
the previously coined LHC inverse problem for BSM physics. The second important lesson, alluded to in Figure 2,
is that Higgs related observables don’t just fall into the standard  or e↵ective field theory (EFT) fits. While Higgs
coupling deviations have become the gold-standard by which future collider projects are judged [2], they don’t occur
in isolation. In particular, if there are any deviations in the Higgs couplings, or di↵erential measurements etc., there
must be new physics that couples to the Higgs boson which gives origin to it. In comparing various collider sensitives
to new physics in the Higgs sector, one must also compare to other direct searches and indirect constraints on BSM
physics simultaneously. As an example of this, one could ask what is the meaning of achieving percent or per-mille
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level accuracy for Higgs couplings? The standard approach to this question is to imagine that these deviations are
caused by some higher dimension operator that arises from integrating out new BSM states. To get a rough rule of
thumb for this, we can imagine any gauge invariant operator in the SM that leads to some Higgs coupling, ⌘SM , being
extended using the same trick as the Higgs portal, i.e. turning into a dimension 6 operator with the addition of a
factor of h

†
h. This, in turn, comes with a dimensional scale M and a Wilson coe�cient c⌘, that when we expand

around the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs boson leads to a predicted deviation of the corresponding SM Higgs
coupling

�⌘SM ⇠ c⌘
v
2

M2
. (1)

If one then categorizes the types of new physics contributions based on whether they arise at tree or loop-level, and
whether the new physics particles are charged under the SM then a more specific prediction can be made for c⌘ [3].
In Figure 3 we demonstrate various possibilities, while also assuming a conservative scaling for the upper bound on
the new physics mass scale M . In particular, we assume that all new physics dimensionless couplings, or ratios of
new physics scales are O(1). In weakly coupled theories with valid EFT expansions one would expect a scaling with
c⌘ ⌧ 1, and thus the upper bound on the scale M would be even lower. Nevertheless this already demonstrates an
important result for the interplay of BSM physics and Higgs physics. Depending on the type of new physics, reaching
for example the percent or per-mille level accuracy for Higgs couplings corresponds to probing scales of O(.1 ! 5.5
TeV). At the lower end, in the case of a SM gauge singlet scalar that a↵ects Higgs precision measurements at loop level,
the EFT formalism generically doesn’t apply given the precision attainable at HL-LHC and future Higgs factories.
However, this doesn’t mean that it is uninteresting from a Higgs precision point of view. This simply reflects that the
e↵ects on the Higgs sector must be considered more broadly. This is a generic lesson, as the scales generated are all

within reach of the LHC or are in the few TeV range relevant for future discovery machines. Therefore it is crucial
to understand the interplay of precision Higgs physics and direct searches to understand what is new territory, and
what is complementary or ruled out by other experiments or analyses.

FIG. 3: Typical Higgs coupling deviations depending on whether the couplings are generated from new physics that generates
tree level e↵ects or loop level e↵ects primarily. Optimistically assuming all new physics couplings or ratios of new physics scales
are O(1) gives a conservative upper bound on the highest scales probed by Higgs coupling deviations. Based on assuming a
precision for Higgs coupling deviations of 1 ! .1% this shows that Higgs couplings probe scales from as weak as M ⇠ 100 GeV
to as strong as M ⇠ 5.5 TeV.

The estimates coming from Eq. 1 do not of course represent a no lose statement, which is impossible to make. For
example, the scale of new physics could be slightly larger if the EFT description scaled di↵erently due to strongly
coupled dynamics, the canonical example being composite Higgs models [4–8]. However, inherently there aren’t
simple closed form predictions of arbitrary strongly coupled theories, and typically one relies upon guidance from
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might choose to make estimates based in the context of more general questions such as naturalness or whether there
was an electroweak phase transition that di↵ers from the SM expectation. This is clearly the more exciting direction
for categorization, but nevertheless it is more di�cult to come up with a systematic exploration of BSM models. In
the context of naturalness this was attempted to be roughly classified in [78]. To do this one defines a tuning or
naturalness parameter ✏ to the contributions to the Higgs mass parameter from particles at higher scales �m

2
h

by

✏ =
m

2
h

�m
2
h

, (3)

where if ✏ ⌧ 1 the theory is more tuned. Then the question remains as to what is the size of �m
2
h

and how does it
correlate to Higgs precision �⌘SM and direct searches? This is of course a di�cult question to answer systematically,
but one can argue [78] that

�⌘SM

⌘SM

⇠ c✏ (4)

where c ⇠ O(1) in many models. One can then of course directly read o↵ how natural the SM is based on how
well Higgs couplings can be measured, i.e. a 1% tuning corresponds roughly to a 1% deviation in Higgs couplings.
However, this doesn’t allow for a correlation to the direct searches until one defines the form of �m

2
h
. In [78] di↵erent

classes of natural models were characterized based on the �m
2
h

as Soft, SuperSoft, HyperSoft and then correlated to
the direct searches. For example in models like supersymmetry that falls in the Soft category for a large range of
parameter space, direct searches for natural supersymmetry at the LHC already go beyond or at least are compatible
with the full parameter space explored at e

+
e
� Higgs factories. If a high energy collider such as a muon collider or

FCC-hh is built, then the parameter space for all types of natural models with this scaling can be explored to the
1% level or much better with direct searches, so the complementary nature of precision Higgs physics and energy
frontier probes is clear. While these parametric arguments are useful, full models of naturalness often have many
moving parts and particles and therefore a systematic exploration is much more di�cult. For example in models of
supersymmetry, new Higgs bosons, Electro-weakinos, and Stops all can alter the Higgs couplings of our Higgs while
having a spectrum that is far from degenerate.

Another fundamental question often used to motivate Higgs physics studies is the thermal history of the universe.
While the SM thermal history is known theoretically, it relies heavily upon knowing that the Higgs potential is exactly
as predicted by the SM and there are no particles near the EW scale that couple to the Higgs that would modify the
thermal potential. Although current and proposed colliders are not directly testing the thermal potential, since all
measurements are done at zero temperature and only derivatives of the potential locally are accessible, measurements
of the triple Higgs coupling �3 and the quartic Higgs coupling �4 are often taken as good proxies for this question.

Historically, one of the reasons so much emphasis has been put on the precision of the triple Higgs coupling
measurement, is a folk theorem that the strength of the Electroweak Phase transition is proportional to the size of
the deviation seen in the triple Higgs coupling. Recent theoretical advances since the last Snowmass have shown
counterexamples to this, and moreover the phase diagram of the EW symmetry is now understood to be potentially
even more complicated [79–81]. This of course does not render the measurement of the triple and quartic Higgs
self interactions any less interesting, it is just no longer a benchmark with a binary answer about the EW phase
transition. Given even the best triple Higgs coupling precision estimated, currently by a high energy collider, if no
deviation is found, there still could be a first order EW phase transition and possibly EW baryogenesis. However
seeing a deviation with a precision of down to O(1)% would likely cover the most di�cult cases where a first order
phase transition occurs at the EW scale [82]. Nevertheless, even if shifts in the Higgs self interactions from their SM
values are uncorrelated to the EW phase transition, a measurement of a deviation is still is a profoundly deep answer
that can shed light on the origin of EWSB, the stability of our universe and simply the shape of the Higgs potential
experimentally. Additionally, the triple Higgs coupling is not the only potential observable correlated with a strong
EW phase transition. If new physics that enhances the phase transition is su�ciently light, then there are signatures
from Exotic Higgs decays as discussed in [83].

As seen with our discussion of naturalness and the EW phase transition, it is di�cult to completely organize the
parameter space covered by a specific fundamental physics question in terms of Higgs properties and direct searches.
Therefore it is of course even more di�cult to disentangle what is the driving BSM question as illustrated in Figure 2.
This is generically lumped into the aforementioned “Higgs Inverse” problem of how to map from observables to new
physics. Of course inherent in any discussion of the inverse problem is that there are signals of new physics to
disentangle, which of course makes it a good problem to have. The reason that this problem is potentially tractable
is that it isn’t just a parametric one based on the overall size of deviations. Models of new physics tend to induce
patterns of deviations. For example as shown in Figure 29, adapted from the ILC whitepaper [49], the pattern of
deviations associated with a particular parameter point in a 2HDM model is quite di↵erent from that of a SM singlet
model.
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• Hard to go too far without specific models - depending on type of 
contributions Soft, SuperSoft etc  Direct searches or Indirect Searches 
can be more powerful tests of naturalness
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FIG. 28: The Higgs boson as the keystone of the Standard Model is connected to numerous fundamental questions that can
be investigated by studying it in detail.

FIG. 29: An example from [49] demonstrating di↵erent patterns of Higgs deviations from di↵erent classes of models, in this
case a 2HDM example and scalar singlet model.

The stark di↵erence between models shown in Figure 29, stems from the fact that a SM singlet inherently a↵ects
Higgs couplings universally since it carries no distinguishing quantum numbers, while a 2HDM does. Therefore one can
potentially distinguish certain classes of models with precision measurements at Higgs factories. However, it should
also be noted that the particular points shown in Figure 29 correspond to a 2HDM with a 600 GeV mass scale and a
singlet with a 2.8 TeV scalar. Both of these are clearly out of the direct search reach of circular e

+
e
� Higgs factories

despite having the precision to test them via Higgs couplings. However, only a 10 TeV muon collider or FCC-hh
among the proposed future machines would be able to both reach this level of Higgs precision and directly discover
the new physics states of the benchmark collider scenarios considered, as even a 3 TeV CLIC would be insu�cient [84].
While this represents just one small corner of the Higgs Inverse problem, it does illustrate the complementary nature
of Higgs precision and high energy colliders. In the EF04[] topical report where EFT fits are considered there is
additional discussion about the general inverse problem of relating patterns of EFT coe�cients to new physics.

Another possible direction to organize BSM models is purely through the type of signature it manifests. An example
of this which is less studied is the production of triple-Higgs or even quad-Higgs final states at HL-LHC and future
colliders. This is often thought of as a process that is too rare to observe, in the case of probing the SM quartic
coupling, or has no appreciable rates at the LHC regardless of physics case. However, there are now viable models
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understanding of the early universe and its ultimate fate. For the early universe, the SM predicts that the electroweak
symmetry should be restored at high temperatures. However, depending on the actual form of the potential the
question remains as to whether there even was a phase transition let alone its strength. Additionally, depending on
the shape of the Higgs potential, it controls the future of our universe as our vacuum may only be metastable.
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violation. While it is often stated that the Higgs boson gives mass to all elementary fermions, this is just the tip of
the proverbial iceberg. The Yukawa couplings determine not only the masses, but also the CKM matrix and its CP
violating phase. Thus the Higgs boson is the only known direct connection to whatever is responsible for the origin
of multiple generations, flavor and known CP violation. By studying it with more precision, we may perhaps gain
insight into these fundamental puzzles or at the very least test if this picture is correct. Furthermore, these puzzles
also extend to the neutrino sector. Whatever form neutrino masses take, Majorana, Dirac or both, their mass still
must connect to the SM Higgs boson or a new Higgs-like boson must exist that also breaks the electroweak symmetry.
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Figure 1. The generality of the concepts and questions posed in Figure 1 could even belie connections to additional
fundamental mysteries. For example, the Higgs portal could specifically connect to Dark Matter or other cosmological
mysteries.

FIG. 2: Examples of the interplay between experimental observables and fundamental questions connected to the Higgs boson.

The goal of this topical report is to try to connect the many fundamental questions related to the Higgs boson to
various observables and vice versa. The Higgs presents a challenge in HEP, because to test the consistency of the SM
requires a dedicated experimental and theoretical program. The previous Snowmass report[1] advocated a bifurcation
into Higgs factories and Energy frontier targets; however to understand the Higgs will require both directions as well
as new theoretical concepts. Therefore, understanding how to map various observables to the interesting questions
is crucial as it helps enable a path to the future for deciphering what various collider projects can contribute. In
Figure 2 we give a suggestive visual representation of the types of observables and the deeply intertwined web that
connects them to some of the fundamental ideas shown in Figure 1.

While Figure 2 is qualitative, it does provide two important lessons. The first is that many observables map to
fundamentally di↵erent questions related to the Higgs boson. It is non-trivial to connect from observables related to
Higgs physics with fundamental questions. This has been referred to as the “Higgs Inverse Problem”, in analogy with
the previously coined LHC inverse problem for BSM physics. The second important lesson, alluded to in Figure 2,
is that Higgs related observables don’t just fall into the standard  or e↵ective field theory (EFT) fits. While Higgs
coupling deviations have become the gold-standard by which future collider projects are judged [2], they don’t occur
in isolation. In particular, if there are any deviations in the Higgs couplings, or di↵erential measurements etc., there
must be new physics that couples to the Higgs boson which gives origin to it. In comparing various collider sensitives
to new physics in the Higgs sector, one must also compare to other direct searches and indirect constraints on BSM
physics simultaneously. As an example of this, one could ask what is the meaning of achieving percent or per-mille
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FIG. 28: The Higgs boson as the keystone of the Standard Model is connected to numerous fundamental questions that can
be investigated by studying it in detail.

FIG. 29: An example from [49] demonstrating di↵erent patterns of Higgs deviations from di↵erent classes of models, in this
case a 2HDM example and scalar singlet model.

The stark di↵erence between models shown in Figure 29, stems from the fact that a SM singlet inherently a↵ects
Higgs couplings universally since it carries no distinguishing quantum numbers, while a 2HDM does. Therefore one can
potentially distinguish certain classes of models with precision measurements at Higgs factories. However, it should
also be noted that the particular points shown in Figure 29 correspond to a 2HDM with a 600 GeV mass scale and a
singlet with a 2.8 TeV scalar. Both of these are clearly out of the direct search reach of circular e

+
e
� Higgs factories

despite having the precision to test them via Higgs couplings. However, only a 10 TeV muon collider or FCC-hh
among the proposed future machines would be able to both reach this level of Higgs precision and directly discover
the new physics states of the benchmark collider scenarios considered, as even a 3 TeV CLIC would be insu�cient [84].
While this represents just one small corner of the Higgs Inverse problem, it does illustrate the complementary nature
of Higgs precision and high energy colliders. In the EF04[] topical report where EFT fits are considered there is
additional discussion about the general inverse problem of relating patterns of EFT coe�cients to new physics.

Another possible direction to organize BSM models is purely through the type of signature it manifests. An example
of this which is less studied is the production of triple-Higgs or even quad-Higgs final states at HL-LHC and future
colliders. This is often thought of as a process that is too rare to observe, in the case of probing the SM quartic
coupling, or has no appreciable rates at the LHC regardless of physics case. However, there are now viable models
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A future Higgs Factory will provide improved precision on measurements of Higgs couplings beyond those obtained
by the LHC, and will enable a broad range of investigations across the fields of fundamental physics, including
the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, the origin of the masses and mixing of fundamental particles, the
predominance of matter over antimatter, and the nature of dark matter. Future colliders will measure Higgs couplings
to a few per cent, giving a window to beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics in the 1-10 TeV range.

Can be more systematic 
from this perspective
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of triple-Higgs production at the HL-LHC and beyond [85–87]. The measurement of the quartic coupling should now
be considered a standard part of beyond the Standard Model Higgs phenomenology and triple Higgs and quad Higgs
measurements should be pursued at future colliders.

Given that the mapping of fundamental physics questions to Higgs direct and indirect observables is di�cult to
fully organize comprehensively, for the rest of this section we will instead focus on specific types of models. While this
is a more bottoms up approach it does allow for a concrete grouping of ideas. Moreover within the classes of models
considered here, they will contribute to the numerous fundamental physics questions shown in Figure 1. In each
class of model we will therefore give examples of how they relate to the bigger picture issues. We will organize based
on the characteristic size of e↵ects mentioned previously and outlined in Figure 3. In Section V A, we first discuss
models of Higgs singlets. These are of course the simplest addition to the SM Higgs sector, nevertheless they o↵er
a wide variety of phenomenology and connections to bigger picture issues such as the EW phase transition and the
Higgs as a portal to hidden sectors. In Section V B we discuss the next simplest extension, additional Higgs doublets,
specifically the 2HDMs. These o↵er an even wider range of observables, and importantly they can allow for di↵erences
in flavor associated to the SM Higgs boson that will be specifically highlighted in Section V B 1 and new targes for
CP violation. In Section VC, we then discuss models where the dominant e↵ects on Higgs precision can occur at
loop level, for example colored or EW charged states of possibly di↵erent spins. Finally, one must also consider the
fact that simple discussions of single Higgs precision is incomplete if our Higgs has new branching fractions into BSM
physics. This of course is di�cult in the context of “kappa” fits or especially an EFT fit given that what the decay
mode is would have to be specified to understand the full range of physics. Typically this is taken into account by
modifying Higgs precision fit scenarios, e.g. allowing the Higgs width to vary in an EFT, or allowing the Higgs width
to vary and specifying particular modes such as Higgs to invisible in a “kappa” framework. From the point of view
of BSM physics the phenomenology associated with Higgs Exotic decays is wide, so we investigate this separately
in Section V D. This overview of how BSM physics intersects with Higgs physics is of course far from complete, but
hopefully serves as a set of useful examples for illustrating the abilities of various collider options. There are a variety
of submitted white papers to Snowmass related to BSM Higgs physics that we can’t do justice to in detail, so we
highly encourage the reader to look at the individual contributions as well [].

A. Additional Higgs Singlets

An extension of the Higgs sector of the SM with an additional gauge singlet scalar S represents the simplest BSM
physics possibility. However, despite the simplicity this class of models displays a wide range of phenomenology and
connections to fundamental physics questions. For example with a single degree of freedom from a real scalar, one can
connect to the EW phase transition and thereby models of baryogenesis[82, 83, 88]. The singlet scalar can represent
the most relevant Higgs portal operators

L � �hhS�
2
S + ��S�

2
S
2
, (5)

which depending on whether an additional Z2 is assumed to be preserved only the second term applies (� is the SU(2)
doublet in the unbroken phase). This Higgs portal scenario can then be connected to dark sectors and dark matter,
or can be viewed as a proxy for models of neutral naturalness. The existence of a new scalar then also applies to
the question of whether the Higgs is unique and if it modifies the Higgs potential. This, of course, can then have
implications for the stability of our universe. Almost the only question that the simplest singlet extension doesn’t
directly apply to is Higgs flavor at the renormalizable level. Therefore by studying the singlet whose parameter space
is limited, one can connect to a myriad of fundamental questions. More pragmatically since the parameter space for
visible e↵ects can be mapped e↵ectively into a coupling of the Singlet to the SM and its mass, for the simplest singlet
extensions, it is much easier to understand the reach and complementary measurements that can be made.

We start with the example of a single real singlet extension of the SM. One can impose an additional Z2 symmetry
on S such that only a subset of terms are allowed. This is a useful symmetry to think of the singlet as a portal to
a dark sector, since then the singlet (and dark sector) can be odd under this Z2 while the Higgs is even but the �hS

coupling in Eq 5 can still exist. Then there is the option depending on the full potential V (�, S) of whether the
Z2 symmetry is spontaneously broken which would induce an e↵ective �hhS as well or if it is preserved. In the case
where the Z2 symmetry is not spontaneously broken, the phenomenology is quite di↵erent, since the leading e↵ects
on Higgs precision only occur through loops of the singlet. Nevertheless an hhS coupling is induced after the Higgs
gets a vacuum expectation value from the �hS coupling in Eq. 5, so you can pair produce the singlet directly even
if Higgs precision e↵ects are highly suppressed. If the symmetry is spontaneously broken, then the e↵ects on Higgs
physics can be much larger because then the �HHS coupling induces a mixing of the SM Higgs and singlet states.
This mixing e↵ectively dilutes all SM Higgs couplings as was previously shown in Figure 29. One of course could also
consider the case without a Z2 which would naively have the same parameters as the spontaneously broken Z2, but

Despite their simplicity there still is a lot of physics involved - but still effectively a mass/mixing or mass/coupling
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FIG. 30: Production of a pair of Higgs bosons in the complex singlet model. h1 is the SM Higgs boson, and h2, h3 are new
gauge singlet scalars. The maximum rates allowed by current LHC data are shown[89].

FIG. 31: This figure is from [78] Figure 8.11, where on the LHS the direct and indirect sensitivity to a singlet which mixes
with the SM Higgs, while on the RHS it is the limit of no-mixing but also overlaid with regions of parameter space for a strong
first-order phase transition.

then there are subtle di↵erences because of the symmetry such as whether a shift in the SM triple Higgs coupling is
generated. Additional e↵ects can occur depending on if the singlet mass is below mh/2, then in all symmetry cases the
SM Higgs can decays into a pair of singlets. The phenomenology of the decays can be di↵erent of course depending
on the symmetry due to whether the singlet can then decay into other SM particles. This will be discussed further in
Section V D, for the rest of this section we will focus on the case where the mass is above mh/2.

As we have seen, the rich phenomenology of the real singlet scalar is quite extensive. However, one can add additional
scalars, i.e. a singlet complex scalar, or even more. In this case the phenomenology can be further complicated and
projections onto a two-dimensional plane aren’t su�cient. In particular because the masses of the various singlets
can be di↵erent thus causing resonance decays to have a much wider range of phenomenology. Figure 30 illustrates
this possibility, where we see that a rate larger than that of hh is possible[89]. In such a scenario, the will be new
signatures in di-Higgs production where 2 Higgs bosons of di↵erent masses can be produced [89–91].

Nevertheless, even though more complicated singlet scalar models can o↵er new phenomenological signatures to
search for at the HL-LHC, the ultimate reach of these models is dictated by directly producing the scalars. An
example of how all these observables interplay is shown in Figure 31. from [78]. As shown in Figure 31, the highest
energy probes such as FCC-hh or a muon collider will have the largest possible reach.

W
ould be nice to update
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of triple-Higgs production at the HL-LHC and beyond [85–87]. The measurement of the quartic coupling should now
be considered a standard part of beyond the Standard Model Higgs phenomenology and triple Higgs and quad Higgs
measurements should be pursued at future colliders.

Given that the mapping of fundamental physics questions to Higgs direct and indirect observables is di�cult to
fully organize comprehensively, for the rest of this section we will instead focus on specific types of models. While this
is a more bottoms up approach it does allow for a concrete grouping of ideas. Moreover within the classes of models
considered here, they will contribute to the numerous fundamental physics questions shown in Figure 1. In each
class of model we will therefore give examples of how they relate to the bigger picture issues. We will organize based
on the characteristic size of e↵ects mentioned previously and outlined in Figure 3. In Section V A, we first discuss
models of Higgs singlets. These are of course the simplest addition to the SM Higgs sector, nevertheless they o↵er
a wide variety of phenomenology and connections to bigger picture issues such as the EW phase transition and the
Higgs as a portal to hidden sectors. In Section V B we discuss the next simplest extension, additional Higgs doublets,
specifically the 2HDMs. These o↵er an even wider range of observables, and importantly they can allow for di↵erences
in flavor associated to the SM Higgs boson that will be specifically highlighted in Section V B 1 and new targes for
CP violation. In Section VC, we then discuss models where the dominant e↵ects on Higgs precision can occur at
loop level, for example colored or EW charged states of possibly di↵erent spins. Finally, one must also consider the
fact that simple discussions of single Higgs precision is incomplete if our Higgs has new branching fractions into BSM
physics. This of course is di�cult in the context of “kappa” fits or especially an EFT fit given that what the decay
mode is would have to be specified to understand the full range of physics. Typically this is taken into account by
modifying Higgs precision fit scenarios, e.g. allowing the Higgs width to vary in an EFT, or allowing the Higgs width
to vary and specifying particular modes such as Higgs to invisible in a “kappa” framework. From the point of view
of BSM physics the phenomenology associated with Higgs Exotic decays is wide, so we investigate this separately
in Section V D. This overview of how BSM physics intersects with Higgs physics is of course far from complete, but
hopefully serves as a set of useful examples for illustrating the abilities of various collider options. There are a variety
of submitted white papers to Snowmass related to BSM Higgs physics that we can’t do justice to in detail, so we
highly encourage the reader to look at the individual contributions as well [].

A. Additional Higgs Singlets

An extension of the Higgs sector of the SM with an additional gauge singlet scalar S represents the simplest BSM
physics possibility. However, despite the simplicity this class of models displays a wide range of phenomenology and
connections to fundamental physics questions. For example with a single degree of freedom from a real scalar, one can
connect to the EW phase transition and thereby models of baryogenesis[82, 83, 88]. The singlet scalar can represent
the most relevant Higgs portal operators

L � �hhS�
2
S + ��S�

2
S
2
, (5)

which depending on whether an additional Z2 is assumed to be preserved only the second term applies (� is the SU(2)
doublet in the unbroken phase). This Higgs portal scenario can then be connected to dark sectors and dark matter,
or can be viewed as a proxy for models of neutral naturalness. The existence of a new scalar then also applies to
the question of whether the Higgs is unique and if it modifies the Higgs potential. This, of course, can then have
implications for the stability of our universe. Almost the only question that the simplest singlet extension doesn’t
directly apply to is Higgs flavor at the renormalizable level. Therefore by studying the singlet whose parameter space
is limited, one can connect to a myriad of fundamental questions. More pragmatically since the parameter space for
visible e↵ects can be mapped e↵ectively into a coupling of the Singlet to the SM and its mass, for the simplest singlet
extensions, it is much easier to understand the reach and complementary measurements that can be made.

We start with the example of a single real singlet extension of the SM. One can impose an additional Z2 symmetry
on S such that only a subset of terms are allowed. This is a useful symmetry to think of the singlet as a portal to
a dark sector, since then the singlet (and dark sector) can be odd under this Z2 while the Higgs is even but the �hS

coupling in Eq 5 can still exist. Then there is the option depending on the full potential V (�, S) of whether the
Z2 symmetry is spontaneously broken which would induce an e↵ective �hhS as well or if it is preserved. In the case
where the Z2 symmetry is not spontaneously broken, the phenomenology is quite di↵erent, since the leading e↵ects
on Higgs precision only occur through loops of the singlet. Nevertheless an hhS coupling is induced after the Higgs
gets a vacuum expectation value from the �hS coupling in Eq. 5, so you can pair produce the singlet directly even
if Higgs precision e↵ects are highly suppressed. If the symmetry is spontaneously broken, then the e↵ects on Higgs
physics can be much larger because then the �HHS coupling induces a mixing of the SM Higgs and singlet states.
This mixing e↵ectively dilutes all SM Higgs couplings as was previously shown in Figure 29. One of course could also
consider the case without a Z2 which would naively have the same parameters as the spontaneously broken Z2, but
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FIG. 30: Production of a pair of Higgs bosons in the complex singlet model. h1 is the SM Higgs boson, and h2, h3 are new
gauge singlet scalars. The maximum rates allowed by current LHC data are shown[89].

FIG. 31: This figure is from [78] Figure 8.11, where on the LHS the direct and indirect sensitivity to a singlet which mixes
with the SM Higgs, while on the RHS it is the limit of no-mixing but also overlaid with regions of parameter space for a strong
first-order phase transition.

then there are subtle di↵erences because of the symmetry such as whether a shift in the SM triple Higgs coupling is
generated. Additional e↵ects can occur depending on if the singlet mass is below mh/2, then in all symmetry cases the
SM Higgs can decays into a pair of singlets. The phenomenology of the decays can be di↵erent of course depending
on the symmetry due to whether the singlet can then decay into other SM particles. This will be discussed further in
Section V D, for the rest of this section we will focus on the case where the mass is above mh/2.

As we have seen, the rich phenomenology of the real singlet scalar is quite extensive. However, one can add additional
scalars, i.e. a singlet complex scalar, or even more. In this case the phenomenology can be further complicated and
projections onto a two-dimensional plane aren’t su�cient. In particular because the masses of the various singlets
can be di↵erent thus causing resonance decays to have a much wider range of phenomenology. Figure 30 illustrates
this possibility, where we see that a rate larger than that of hh is possible[89]. In such a scenario, the will be new
signatures in di-Higgs production where 2 Higgs bosons of di↵erent masses can be produced [89–91].

Nevertheless, even though more complicated singlet scalar models can o↵er new phenomenological signatures to
search for at the HL-LHC, the ultimate reach of these models is dictated by directly producing the scalars. An
example of how all these observables interplay is shown in Figure 31. from [78]. As shown in Figure 31, the highest
energy probes such as FCC-hh or a muon collider will have the largest possible reach.

More nontrivial phenomenology investigated by a number of whitepapers
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B. Two Higgs Doublet Models

Two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs) provide the next simplest extension after scalar singlets to the Higgs sector.
They are particularly interesting because they allow for a new Higgs boson that can also acquire a VEV while naturally
allowing for small electroweak precision corrections, unlike for instance in generic Higgs Triplet models. Since the
new scalar is an SU(2) doublet, there is a much wider array of phenomenological possibilities than arises from the
SM singlet. This is because they can couple to SM particles di↵erently than our Higgs at the renormalizable level
unlike a singlet that can only inherit its interactions from our Higgs at this level. 2HDMs can share in the wide range
of connections to fundamental physics that SM singlets can as well. However, they are particular motivated because
in the most compelling solution for naturalness, supersymmetry, they are required by the symmetry structure of the
model. Therefore over time they have received quite a bit of attention and serve as useful benchmarks for the study
of Higgs physics for future colliders.

There are many more states in a 2HDM after going to the mass basis, since there is an entirely new doublet, e.g. the
familiar five mass eigenstates: the observed 125 GeV CP-even neutral scalar h, an additional CP-even neutral scalar
H, one CP-odd Higgs boson A, and a pair of charged Higgs bosons H±. Therefore even scanning the phenomenology is
quite a bit more complicated than in singlet models, and can often seem daunting. However, at its core it is important
to remember that a 2HDM is just a second copy of our SM Higgs. Therefore, the Lagrangian terms one can write down
for the second Higgs with the SM fermions and gauge bosons are identical in structure. While the gauge symmetry of
the SM dictates that the kinetic/gauge interaction terms for “our” Higgs are identical, di↵erences arise due to the fact
that the Higgs potential can be more complicated (as it is a function of both Higgses), and the Yukawa interaction
strengths are not fixed by symmetry. The latter is potentially quite dangerous, as the successful GIM mechanism of the
SM could be ruined and new FCNC interactions could be introduced in generic 2HDM models. An idea put forth by
Glashow and Weinberg, “natural flavor conservation” (NFC) was constructed to avoid FCNCs generically, and is often
taken as the organizing symmetry principle of 2HDMs [92]. This imposes a discrete symmetry on the 2HDM which
results in the second Higgs doublets Yukawa couplings being proportional to the first. Imposition of this symmetry
results in the standard 4 types of 2HDM models that are often mistaken as the only 2HDM model possibilities(Types
I-IV or Types I-II, Type L, and Type F depending on the naming scheme). In fact, this was amusingly pointed out
by Georgi as a fallacy by others of confusing su�cient with necessary [93] due to the impressive nature of Glashow
and Weinberg who originally wrote down the symmetry condition for NFC. Nevertheless, given the constraints on
flavor one has to address this specifically outside the standard 4 types of NFC 2HDM models, as there is particularly
novel phenomenology at future colliders that we will discussion in Section V B1. Another aspect that we address in
Section V B 1 is the organization of CP violation that can be present in 2HDMs.

Restricting ourselves to the standard types of 2HDM still allows for an enormous range of phenomenology. The
complications outside the Yukawa sector arise, because the potential for the 2HDM V (H1, H2) can allow for both
Higgses to acquire VEVs and cross quartic terms in the potential allow for mixing between the 2 Higgs doublets.
Given the ubiquitous nature of NFC 2HDMs the standard parametrization of the physics is done in terms of a ratio of
the VEVs of the 2HDM states, tan �, and a mixing angle cos(� � ↵) as well as the masses of the various eigenstates.
Another way to think of a 2HDM is in the so-called Higgs basis [94, 95], where one chooses a basis such that the VEV
occurs only for the first doublet, H1. The second doublet H2 just has its own set of the usual interactions with the
SM, but does not modify the SM Higgs properties at tree level unless there is a non-trivial mixing, i.e. cos(� �↵) 6= 0.
In NFC 2HDM models, tan � in the Higgs basis is still useful to parameterize the e↵ects of the 2HDM in the Yukawa
sector and allows for a connection to studies that don’t use the Higgs basis. In the Yukawa sector, which distinguishes

the four types of 2HDM, we write separate Yukawas �
(1)
f

and �
(2)
f

as follows, where 1 refers to the SM Higgs,

�
(1)
f

=

p
2

v
mf , �

(2)
f

=
⌘f

tan �
�
(1)
f

, (6)

where ⌘f dictates the type of 2HDM, given in Table VIII, and mf is the mass of fermion type f .

Type-I Type-II Type-L Type-F
⌘u 1 1 1 1
⌘d 1 � tan2

� 1 � tan2
�

⌘l 1 � tan2
� � tan2

� 1

TABLE VIII: Values of the parameter ⌘f for the di↵erent types of 2HDM and for the di↵erent types of charged fermions as
shown in [96]

As can be seen from Table VIII, there is a wide variety of di↵erent phenomenology of the second Higgs doublet that
does not occur for singlet models. Moreover it has interesting consequences in terms of matching Higgs precision to an

This comes from Glashow-Weinberg Condition for avoiding FCNCs it is NOT a necessary condition
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FIG. 32: Matching the 2HDM type-I and type-II to the SMEFT at dimension-6 and dimension-8[96].

FIG. 33: Limits on the parameters of a 2HDM from precision Higgs couplings combined with HL-LHC results. LHS: Limits
from future e

+
e
� colliders[99]. RHS: Limits from a 3 TeV muon collider.

EFT for such a theory. 2HDMs o↵er two distinct limits where SM Higgs behavior occurs, one is the “alignment” limit
of cos(� � ↵) = 0, while one can also decouple the second Higgs doublet by raising its mass terms. While decoupling
implies alignment, it is not a necessary condition for the former. In the decoupling limit where all new Higgses are
heavy, one can obviously map a 2HDM to an EFT. For example as given for a generic 2HDM in Figure 3. However,
with the inclusion of flavorful couplings that occurs for a 2HDM, unlike for the singlet model, in principle one has
to be careful about the expansion parameter and how well the lowest dimension operators map to shifts in Higgs
precision [96, 97]. As shown in Figure 33 the dimension-6 operators are not su�cient to capture the constraints on
new physics in the decoupling limit of Type-I 2HDMs, whereas for type-II they are. This is a good example of how
models are crucially important to capture the physics correctly and an EFT inverse problem may lead to incorrect
conclusions.

Precision Higgs measurements probe the model parameter space as demonstrated in Fig. 33[98] and the improvement
at lepton colliders for moderate tan � is apparent. The RHS of Fig. 33 demonstrates the ability of a high energy
muon collider to probe the parameter space of the 2HDM models. We note that the region of moderate tan � is best
probed by B decays. The direct search for the heavier Higgs bosons of the 2HDM is the provenance of the HL-LHC.
For high tan �, the decay of the heavier Higgs boson to ⌧

+
⌧
� provides a stringent limit, as seen in Fig. 34.

1. Higgs and Flavor

While 2HDM models have focused heavily on the NFC cases, as explained, the second Higgs doublet could in
principle have arbitrary couplings. Unfortunately this would generically be ruled out by FCNC and other flavor
observables. There have been many attempts to extend 2HDM models with various flavor ansatz that we outline in
Table IX including the original NFC models.

In many cases, the phenomenology of those models shown in Table IX doesn’t have particularly di↵erent phe-
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FIG. 34: Capability of HL-LHC to probe the scalar sector of the 2HDM[56].

up-type down-type
MFV [100] polynomial of SM Yukawas polynomial of SM Yukawas

gFC [101, 102] non-universally flavor aligned non-universally flavor aligned
NFC (types I-IV) [92] real proportional real proportional

Aligned 2HDM [103, 104] complex proportional complex proportional
up-type SFV [105, 106] real proportional non-universally flavor aligned

down-type SFV [105, 106] non-universally flavor aligned real proportional

TABLE IX: Summary of the second doublet Yukawa structure for di↵erent 2HDMs which are free from tree-level FCNCs at
tree-level in all generations. In each column we indicate the relation between the up- and down-type quark Yukawas for the
second Higgs doublet and the SM Yukawa matrices. Non-universally flavor aligned stands for Yukawas that are flavor-aligned
with the SM Yukawas, without sharing the SM Yukawa hierarchies. Real (complex) proportional stands for proportionality to
the corresponding up or down SM Yukawa matrix, with one up- and one down-type real (complex) proportionality coe�cient.
This table has been adapted from [106]

nomenology other than in the 3rd generation. gFC models in principle have arbitrary aligned Yukawa couplings,
however general alignment (Aligned Flavor Violation), is not su�cient to avoid FCNCs as discussed in [105] from
the symmetry point of view. Nevertheless there was a recently introduced concept of Spontaneous Flavor Violation
(SFV) which allows for arbitrary diagonal textures in the up-type or down-type Yukawa couplings of the second
Higgs [105, 106] . This allows for a wide range of phenomenology that was unexplored previously [86, 106]. Further-
more there have been more recent model building e↵orts in the direction of Flavorful 2HDMs where the SM Higgs
is responsible only for third-generation masses, while the second Higgs is responsible for the first two generations
[107, 108]. These theories provide potential flavor changing targets for future Higgs studies.

An example of the interplay of new observables and precision measurements of Higgs couplings is shown in Figure 35.
This is for a model of up-type SFV 2HDMs where only the strange coupling is modified. It can therefore be addressed
through direct searches for the extra 2HDM states, flavor bounds, indirect single Higgs bounds, and as shown here
direct strange tagging probes at the ILC [64].

Last but not least, in 2HDM there can be new sources of CP violation. While this is a long standing question, the
boundaries of where colliders can probe and where EDM measurements constrain are not always appreciated [109].
The organization of what types of CP violation are present are not always well understood either [110]. In particular
it is important to note that new sources of CP violation that arise in extended Higgs sectors involving neutral scalars
falls into two distinct classes: CP-violation from the Yukawa sector and CP-violation from the scalar potential. While
the former is typically discussed in the literature, the latter is more di�cult and how to find evidence for P-even
CP-violation in scalar-mediated processes at future colliders can be found in [110]. Unfortunately, the energy of ILC
or FCC-ee are too low, but these signals are best searched for at multi-TeV lepton colliders such as CLIC or a future
high energy muon collider [110].
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FIG. 32: Matching the 2HDM type-I and type-II to the SMEFT at dimension-6 and dimension-8[96].

FIG. 33: Limits on the parameters of a 2HDM from precision Higgs couplings combined with HL-LHC results. LHS: Limits
from future e

+
e
� colliders[99]. RHS: Limits from a 3 TeV muon collider.

EFT for such a theory. 2HDMs o↵er two distinct limits where SM Higgs behavior occurs, one is the “alignment” limit
of cos(� � ↵) = 0, while one can also decouple the second Higgs doublet by raising its mass terms. While decoupling
implies alignment, it is not a necessary condition for the former. In the decoupling limit where all new Higgses are
heavy, one can obviously map a 2HDM to an EFT. For example as given for a generic 2HDM in Figure 3. However,
with the inclusion of flavorful couplings that occurs for a 2HDM, unlike for the singlet model, in principle one has
to be careful about the expansion parameter and how well the lowest dimension operators map to shifts in Higgs
precision [96, 97]. As shown in Figure 33 the dimension-6 operators are not su�cient to capture the constraints on
new physics in the decoupling limit of Type-I 2HDMs, whereas for type-II they are. This is a good example of how
models are crucially important to capture the physics correctly and an EFT inverse problem may lead to incorrect
conclusions.

Precision Higgs measurements probe the model parameter space as demonstrated in Fig. 33[98] and the improvement
at lepton colliders for moderate tan � is apparent. The RHS of Fig. 33 demonstrates the ability of a high energy
muon collider to probe the parameter space of the 2HDM models. We note that the region of moderate tan � is best
probed by B decays. The direct search for the heavier Higgs bosons of the 2HDM is the provenance of the HL-LHC.
For high tan �, the decay of the heavier Higgs boson to ⌧

+
⌧
� provides a stringent limit, as seen in Fig. 34.

1. Higgs and Flavor

While 2HDM models have focused heavily on the NFC cases, as explained, the second Higgs doublet could in
principle have arbitrary couplings. Unfortunately this would generically be ruled out by FCNC and other flavor
observables. There have been many attempts to extend 2HDM models with various flavor ansatz that we outline in
Table IX including the original NFC models.

In many cases, the phenomenology of those models shown in Table IX doesn’t have particularly di↵erent phe-

W
ould be nice to overlay
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FIG. 34: Capability of HL-LHC to probe the scalar sector of the 2HDM[56].

up-type down-type
MFV [100] polynomial of SM Yukawas polynomial of SM Yukawas

gFC [101, 102] non-universally flavor aligned non-universally flavor aligned
NFC (types I-IV) [92] real proportional real proportional

Aligned 2HDM [103, 104] complex proportional complex proportional
up-type SFV [105, 106] real proportional non-universally flavor aligned

down-type SFV [105, 106] non-universally flavor aligned real proportional

TABLE IX: Summary of the second doublet Yukawa structure for di↵erent 2HDMs which are free from tree-level FCNCs at
tree-level in all generations. In each column we indicate the relation between the up- and down-type quark Yukawas for the
second Higgs doublet and the SM Yukawa matrices. Non-universally flavor aligned stands for Yukawas that are flavor-aligned
with the SM Yukawas, without sharing the SM Yukawa hierarchies. Real (complex) proportional stands for proportionality to
the corresponding up or down SM Yukawa matrix, with one up- and one down-type real (complex) proportionality coe�cient.
This table has been adapted from [106]

nomenology other than in the 3rd generation. gFC models in principle have arbitrary aligned Yukawa couplings,
however general alignment (Aligned Flavor Violation), is not su�cient to avoid FCNCs as discussed in [105] from
the symmetry point of view. Nevertheless there was a recently introduced concept of Spontaneous Flavor Violation
(SFV) which allows for arbitrary diagonal textures in the up-type or down-type Yukawa couplings of the second
Higgs [105, 106] . This allows for a wide range of phenomenology that was unexplored previously [86, 106]. Further-
more there have been more recent model building e↵orts in the direction of Flavorful 2HDMs where the SM Higgs
is responsible only for third-generation masses, while the second Higgs is responsible for the first two generations
[107, 108]. These theories provide potential flavor changing targets for future Higgs studies.

An example of the interplay of new observables and precision measurements of Higgs couplings is shown in Figure 35.
This is for a model of up-type SFV 2HDMs where only the strange coupling is modified. It can therefore be addressed
through direct searches for the extra 2HDM states, flavor bounds, indirect single Higgs bounds, and as shown here
direct strange tagging probes at the ILC [64].

Last but not least, in 2HDM there can be new sources of CP violation. While this is a long standing question, the
boundaries of where colliders can probe and where EDM measurements constrain are not always appreciated [109].
The organization of what types of CP violation are present are not always well understood either [110]. In particular
it is important to note that new sources of CP violation that arise in extended Higgs sectors involving neutral scalars
falls into two distinct classes: CP-violation from the Yukawa sector and CP-violation from the scalar potential. While
the former is typically discussed in the literature, the latter is more di�cult and how to find evidence for P-even
CP-violation in scalar-mediated processes at future colliders can be found in [110]. Unfortunately, the energy of ILC
or FCC-ee are too low, but these signals are best searched for at multi-TeV lepton colliders such as CLIC or a future
high energy muon collider [110].
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FIG. 35: Probes of flavor violation in a 2HDM at future colliders[64].

C. BSM in Higgs loops

In the previous subsections, we have investigated extending the Higgs sector with additional scalar particles that
allow for the largest e↵ects on Higgs precision through tree-level mixing. However, in numerous models, particles
in other representations can or must couple to the Higgs boson. For instance in the context of naturalness, new
particles are introduced that are responsible for cancelling the leading quadratic divergences in the SM. As such
these new particles must couple to the Higgs boson, and their couplings are related through symmetries. There are
multiple types of natural models of this type, which range from supersymmetry, to composite Higgs to models of
neutral naturalness. In the first two cases, there are potentially sizable loop level e↵ects on Higgs precision stemming
from the “top partners” of the SM top which is responsible for the largest contribution to fine tuning when viewed
from the Wilsonian point of view. Therefore, one expects in natural models a large contribution to the Higgs-gluon
coupling, and one can even test conventional models of naturalness in this way. In the case of neutral naturalness,
at leading loop order the contributions come from SM neutral particles. Therefore the e↵ects are typically smaller
than in the other sorts of models. However, in all cases the e↵ects on the loops of course decouple with the mass
of the partner particles. For example in the case of stops in supersymmetry, the contribution to gluon fusion scales
roughly as / 1/m

2
t̃

[111, 112] as shown in 3. Therefore there is a seesaw e↵ect, where large deviations that can test
the most natural models also imply very light states. This logic of course can be extended to models outside of those
constructed to solve the hierarchy or little hierarchy problems. However, the conclusions drawn will be similar.

As two useful examples, we consider SUSY models with stops and charginos separately. For stops in the MSSM
one can scan over all possible stop masses and mixings to determine the bounds from Higgs precision, for example
as done in [113]. In Figure 36, we demonstrate an example of how stops are constrained from Higgs precision at
future colliders. One should note that the estimated size in Figure 3 matches the full models sensitivity. Additionally,
as we see from Figure 36, the LHC has probed this region of stop masses already, so this provides complementary
information. However, the direct search reach from a high energy muon collider or FCC-hh goes significantly beyond
what can be obtained via Higgs precision.

D. Higgs Exotic Decays

As our final example of BSM Higgs scenarios, we discuss Exotic Higgs decays, which inherently aren’t captured
primarily by deviations in SM Higgs precision. While in principle they do a↵ect SM Higgs precision by changing
the total width of the Higgs, the search for exotic Higgs decays can be pushed well beyond this more inclusive test.
Exotic Higgs decays probe new types of BSM physics, in particular hidden sector dynamics arising through a Higgs
portal. In fact, since the largest SM decay mode of the Higgs is set by yb it isn’t particularly di�cult to introduce
new sizable decay modes of the Higgs [114]. In fact this program was started to be carried out more systematically
soon after the initial discovery of the Higgs boson when large new contributions to the SM Higgs width were allowed.
A bifurcation for exotic decays occurs when considering whether the Higgs boson decays invisibly, or whether there
are visible byproducts in an exotic decay mode. For example in the context of the Higgs decaying into dark matter

Also Flavorful Models and 
CPV in 2HDM section
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FIG. 36: The bounds on stop masses in the MSSM for a fixed value of tan�, for future e
+
e
� colliders and the FCC-hh adapted

from [113]. As can be seen even with the most precise Higgs measurements, the LHC has already probed this space albeit with
assuming particular decay modes.

one would expect this to give a contribution to the Higgs “invisible width”. Whereas if there were a moderate Higgs
portal coupling to a light new scalar (the low mass limit of Section V A), the Higgs could decay to h ! SS, and then
via the S � H mixing, the S could decay back into SM particles. These decays could be even more spectacular in
certain regions of parameter space where the S could be long lived due to a small coupling and thus displaced decays
could occur as part of the phenomenology of Exotic Higgs decays. Lepton colliders can play a key role in the Exotic
Higgs decay program due to their inherently clean environment. Moreover at low energy, lepton colliders running
near the Zh maximum cross section, the energy and momentum are su�ciently well known that one can obtain extra
bounds on h ! anything. For example using the representative h ! SS decay, with S a light scalar, we can see that
future e

+
e
� colliders can significantly improve on HL-LHC limits as shown in Table X[115]. This is especially the

case when the final state has a hadronic component and thus LHC backgrounds are di�cult to suppress.

Channel HL-LHC ILC FCC-ee

E
miss

T 0.056 .0025 .005

bbbb 0.2 9 ⇥ 10�4 3 ⇥ 10�4

bbE
miss

T 0.2 2 ⇥ 10�4 5 ⇥ 10�5

jj�� 0.01 2 ⇥ 10�4 3 ⇥ 10�5

TABLE X: Representative limits on Higgs decays to a pair of light scalars which then decay to the indicated channels.[49, 115]

However, if a final state exotic decay is dominated by leptons, then the larger number of Higgs produced at a hadron
collider can be used to probe lower branching fractions. Another interesting example is h ! invisible. Clearly as seen
in Table X, e

+
e
� Higgs factories o↵er an order of magnitude improvement over the HL-LHC. However, at FCC-hh,

the larger production cross sections and range of pT can be used to constrain the invisible Higgs branching fraction
by another order of magnitude down to O(10�4) [116]. Regardless of collider, the exotic Higgs program is crucially
important for studying the Higgs as a portal to new sectors, since direct or indirect measurements of the Higgs width
typically are many orders of magnitude less sensitive at future colliders as discussed in Section IVB.

Exotic Higgs decays are also not just a test of the Higgs coupling to other sectors. Given that singlets are a canonical

LHC direct already beyond  
FCC-ee/hh  

Higgs properties?

direct/indirect interplay
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FIG. 37: Higgs portal model with h ! SS. The shaded region allows for an electroweak phase transition. From Ref [83].

example of the Higgs portal, and that they potentially tie to numerous fundamental questions, exotic Higgs decays
can be leveraged in this way as well. For example the connection to allowed phase transitions is shown in Fig. 37,
as a function of the light scalar mass and the branching ratio, BR(h ! SS). Both the HL-LHC and future Higgs
factories can probe the region with an allowed electroweak phase transition.

VI. DETECTOR/ACCELERATOR REQUIREMENTS TO OBSERVE NEW PHYSICS

The Basic Research Needs for High Energy Physics Detector Research & Development document [117] compiles
a list of requirements on various detectors technologies. The proposed collision energies and data rates of the next
generation of energy frontier colliders and the ambitious target precision on various Higgs measurements impose
unprecedented requirements on detector technology.

The detectors for the next Higgs Factory must provide excellent precision and e�ciency for all basic signatures,
i.e. electrons, photons, muon and tau leptons, hadronic jets, and missing energy over an extensive range of momenta.
The tracking resolutions should enable high-precision reconstruction of the recoil mass in the e

+
e
�

! ZH process
for instance. This translated into a goal for the material profile of less than 20% X0 for the tracker. The first sensor
layer should be placed within 20 mm of the interaction point to allow very e�cient b and c vertex tagging. Future
detectors follow the “particle flow” methods to fully optimize resolution, where all final-state particles, including
neutral particles, are reconstructed by combining corresponding measurements from both the tracking detectors and
calorimeters. Particle flow methods benefit from high calorimeter granularity. These physics goals translate into
requirements for transformative and innovative technologies at the next generation of energy frontier experiments
focused on precision Higgs and SM physics and searches for BSM phenomena (1) low-mass, highly-granular tracking
detectors and (2) highly-granular calorimeters, both with high-precision timing capabilities.

During the Snowmass process, a few key detector technologies R&D have emerged to enable unprecedented precision
on Higgs observables at future e

+
e
� colliders.

CMOS Monolithic Active Pixels (MAPs) [118, 119] for applications in tracking and electromagnetic sampling
calorimetry for e

+
e
� collider. Larger areas of silicon sensors are needed, several hundred m2, for the low mass trackers

and sampling calorimetry. Trackers require multiple layers, large radii, and micron scale resolution. The CMOS MAPs
application present a promising approach, in which silicon diodes and their readout are combined in the same pixels,
and fabricated in a standard CMOS process. CMOS MAPs sensors have several advantages over traditional hybrid
technologies with sensors bonded to readout ASICs. These include the sensor and front-end electronics integration,
reduced capacitance and resulting noise, lowered signal to noise permitting thinner sensing thickness, very fine readout
pitch, and standardized commercial production.

Low Gain Avalanche Diodes (LGADs) [120] o↵er the possibility of combined fast timing, low mass, and
precision spatial resolution. 3D integration is now a standard industry technology, o↵ering dense, heterogeneous,
multi-layer integration of sensors and electronics. Advanced process nodes are available as well, lowering power and
increasing the density of integration.



Conclusions
• We’ve tried to emphasize how important the Higgs is and how connected to so 

many different SM issues and BSM possibilities


• We’ve tried to give context to what Higgs precision actually means


• We’ve tried to give a number of examples for what future colliders can do, as 
well as illustrating theory points that are new compared to European Strategy


• There’s still an enormous amount of work to be done on all fronts for the Higgs, 
but hopefully this gives a basis for where we are and why it’s SO crucial that we 
develop and construct experiments to study the Higgs to death!


• We welcome your questions, feedback, and any help in tweaking this to make 
the final version as strong as possible!


